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AssrRAcr
A study is reported of the polarized optical absorption spectra of a specimen of
andalusite from Brazil. The weakly visible pleochroism of relatively thick o-D sectionsis
thought to be the result of variation in the intensity of a u.v.-centered band due to
02- --+Fe8+ charge transfer. Arguments are presented to show why absorption is more
intense in tie EllD spectrum. Intense pleochroism of andalusite sections containing the
r-axis is considered to be the result of Ti8+ + Tia+ charge transfer via overlapping fzs
orbital lobes of adjacent ions located in the chains of octahedra that parallel the c-axis.
Absorption is at a maximum when polarized light vibrates along the c-axis, the direction
in which t2s orbital overlap occurs.

Iurnooucrtolv
Numerous studies have been made recently in this laboratory on the
origin of colour and pleochroism of silicate and other minerals. From
such u/ork it is evident that, especially in ferromagnesium silicates,
Fe2*-> Fe+ (Faye, 1968; Faye, Manning and Nickel, 1968) and
Ti8+ --+Tia (Manning, 1968b, 1968c) charge-transfer processesmay be
principal sourcesof pleochroism.
Recently, conflicting interpretations on the origin of pleochroism of
blue kyanite (White and White, 1967; Robbins and Strens, 1968)have
stimulated our interest in attempting to correlate the optical properties
and structures of the various polymorphs of AlzSiOr.
Becauseandalusite has a much simpler structure than kyanite and
becausea good pleochroic specimen was available, it was decided to
study first the polarized optical absorption spectra of andalusite with the
object of explaining its colour and pleochroism.
ExppnrusurAl DETATLs
Preparation and,Descri,pt'i,onof And,al,usiteSections
Andalusite from Brazil in the form of large fragments of single crystals,
was obtained through the courtesy of H. R. Steacy, curator of the
National Mineral Collection, GeologicalSurvey of Canada.
lCrown copyright reserved.
eResearchScientists, Mineralogical Section, Mineral SciencesDivision, Department
of Energy, Mines and Resources,Ottawa, Canada.
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Becauseof the easily identifiable external morphology of the andalusite
fragments, sections containing the desired crystallographic axes were
readily obtained by cuts made with a wire saw. All such sections (some
mounted on microscopeslides) vrerethinned to the desired thickness and
polished by standard techniquesprior to their spectral examination. The
correct optical orientations of the completed sectionswere confirmed by
optical interference figures obtained with a petrographic microscope.
The sectionsused in the present work appearedto be free of inclusions.
El,eclron Pr obeM'i,croanal'ys'i,sof And'al,us'iteSpec'imens
Although each section was in itself reasonably uniform of colour or
lack of it, there was considerablevariation from section to section. For
this reason each section was analyzed by electron'probe techniques for
certain elements,particularly those that might influence its colour. The
Materials Analysis Company (MAC) electron probe was operated at
25kV for Fe and Ti and at 15 kV for Mg and Ca with a specimencurrent
of 0.13 p.a and a beam diameter of approximately 30 microns for all
specimens.
Because of the difficulty of obtaining standards with compositions
close to that of andalusite, the analysis are subject to errors. F'or this
work, a chemically analyzedmuscovite containing O.3ToTi and 4.5/s Fe,
a biotite with L.88/s Ti and L4.37oFe, a synthetic CaMgSizOoglassand
MgO were used as standards. Several L00-secondcounts were made on
each specimenand corrected for background which was determined by
moving the spectrometer off peak. Linear inter- or extrapolations were
then made from the standards. The limits of detections were considered
Mg and 0.AlToCa. The results.are
to be 0.0I/6Fe, 0.0L/sTi, O.O37o
given in Table 1, together with the calculated extinction coefficientsof
the 20800cm-l peak, and the orientation of the sectionsused to produce
Tlnr-a 1. Aner-vsrsor Aroer-usrrr Soctroxst
Extinction (eri)
at20800cm-1,
MeTo litre/mole.cm

Weight 7o
Section
No.

1
2
3
+
5
o

7
82

FeTo

Tifl

o.4
0.4
0.5
o.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
o.r7

0 . 0 8 0.06
0.05 0.1
0.1
0.1
-0 .03
0 .t
0 . 0 4 n.d.
0 . 0 5 n,d.
0.04 -0 .03
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1000
400
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240

Used for
Measurementof

Thickness,
cm

Ello and Ellb spectra
Ellc spectrum
rr' ' "

0.35
0.06
o.o9
0.11
0.09
0.23
0.10

"

"

lBy one or more of electron probe, chemical and emission spectrographic analysis, Mn,
Cr, V and Ca were found to be <O.O27o.
,Chemical analysis of a large fragment.
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the spectra. The net absorbance of the 20800 cm-1 peak was taken to be
the difference between that of the band maximum and that of the
background which was assumed to extend under the band in a gaussian
fashion.
All sections were examined spectrophotometrically and, for a given
optical direction, all were similar qualitatively; therefore, the polarized
spectra of only two are presented in Figs. B and 4.
Measurement of Spectra
All spectra were measured at room temperature with a Cary-L|
spectrophotometer. A matched pair of Nicol prisms (each mounted in the
well of a variable-aperture block assembly) were used to measure the
polarized spectra. Approximate extinction coefficients (Table 1) were
calculated from e : A/C X l, where / is the absorbance, above background, of the band maximum; C is the concentration in moles/litre and
I is the sample thickness in cm. In calculating c it was assumed that the
density of andalusite was 3.2 gram/ml.

Drscussror*
Structure of And,al,usite
Half the aluminium ions in andalusite occur in Al-O octahedral
groups that share edgeswith neighbourson either side and thereby form
chains parallel to the c-axis (Figs. 1 and 2). The chains are linked internally by alternating tetrahedrally coordinated Si and bipyramidal fiveco-ordinated Al (Figs. 1 and 2). The average octahedral Al-Oo bond
distance is 1.94A and the average bipyramidal Al-Or bond distance is
l.S4 A. The two Al-Al distances in the octahedral chains are 2.6g and
2.87A (Burnham and Buerger,1961).
P ol,arized,Absorption Spectra of And,al,us.i,te
(a) Weak Pleochro'i,smof a-b Sections
Table 1 shows that the principal impurity in the Brazilian andalusite
is iron. Electron spin resonancestudies (Bil'dyukevich et o1,.,IgB0
Holuj, Thyer and Hedgecock,1966)have establishedthat iron, as Fes+,
substitutes for Al3+ mainly in the octahedral sites, chains of which extend
along the c-axis.
The absorption spectrum due to Fe3+in octahedral sites in silicate
mineralshas beenfairly well documented(e.g.,Burns and Strens, 1gG7;
Manning, 1967, 1968o). It is known that of the nine relatively weak
spin-forbidden transitions from the sextuplet ground-state (65) to states
arising from the quadruplet terms of the free ion, only the lower four or
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Frc. 1. The structure of andalusite viewed along the a-axis (after Bragg and Claringbull, 1965).
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Fro. 2, Diagram of chains of coordination polyhedra parallel to the c-axis in the
andalusite structure (after Burnham and Buerger, 1961).
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Frc. 3. Polarized spectra of.a-b in section 1 of andalusite, O,Bbcm thick.

five are observed.The spectral features due to the higher-energy intracationic d,-d,transitions are obscured by intense absorption due to the
02- -> Fe8+charge-transferprocess(Figs. 3 and 4). The spectra of Fig. B
(specimen L) show a number of weak features, which becauseof their
intensity, number and energy can be ascribed, with a fair degree of
certainty, to d,-d,transitions of octahedrally coordinated Fe3+.
The doubly degenerate,field independent, 64.r--+q,r4E(G) transition
is known to occur in the 21000 to 23000cm-1 range, for example, in
muscovite (Faye, 1968a), andradite and vesuvianite (Manning, 1962,
19684)and epidote (Burns and Strens,1967).Therefore,it is reasonable
to assign the 23100 and 22700cm-l shoulders in the andalusite spectra
of Fig, 3 to this transition, and, to assumethat the degeneracyhas been
lifted by a modest distortion of the Fes+site from 02 symmetry. It also
follows that the narrowly split shouldersat 25200and 24600cm-l in the
Ello spectrum are probably low-symmetry componentsof the oAr--+rTr(D)
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Frc. 4. Polarizedspectraof andalusitein section7 containingthe c-axis,0.1 cm thick.
transition. The broad diffuse shoulders centered near 14500 cm-l in the
spectra of Fig. 3 are probably due to one or both of the 6,{r --+'T,.r(G)
and 6Ar --> aT2r(G) transitions.
From Fig. 3 it is apparent that the yellow-green colour exhibited by
the Ellb spectrum of andalusite is mainly the result of relatively more
intense u.v.-centered background absorbance than in the Ella spectrum.
As mentioned previously this is considered to be due mainly to the
02- -+ Fe8+ charge-transfer process.
To account for the variation in intensity of the u.v. charge-transfer
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band it is rewardingto considerin detail the orientation and constitution
of the (Al, Feq)-bearing octahedra in Figs. L and 2. The oxygen anions
to which the six-coordinatedcations are bonded are not equivalent: two
of these,the Oaoxygenions of Burnham and Buerger (1g61)(Fig. 2), are
at a somewhat greater distance, and are shared by a five-coordinated Al
and by a si ion. Thus it may be argued that the oa oxygen ions are less
efficient in donating electronic charge to Fe+s ions than are the other
four oxygen ions. Becausethe projections in the a-b prane of the four
Fe-Oo,abonds are at an angle of -B0o to b and -60o to o, it is understandable that the background charge-transfer absorption should be
greater in Ellb than in the Ella spectrum.
It is to be noted that relatively tJrin o-b sections, or such sections
containing substantially less Fe than specimen L, would not likely
exhibit visible pleochroism becausein their spectra the low-energy wing
of the 02- -> Fe3+charge-transferband would have lower intensitv and
thus result in a lack of colour (e.g.,spectraof Fig. 3).
(b) Strong Pl,eochro,i,sm
of Secti,onsConta,iningthe c-Aris
F igure 4 shows that in the visible region the E I c spectrum is
featureless except for the shoulder at approximately 2b000cm-l and
hence the andalusite section is essentially colourless.This spectrum, of
course'is analogousto a combinationof Eilo and Eflb spectraof Fig. 3;
however, becauseof the thinnessof the section and its relatively low iron
content, it doesnot exhibit the details of the d-d spectrum of Fes+.
The Ellc spectrum is dominated by an intense broad band with a
maximum at 20800cm-'. In the band, blue and green light are absorbed
strongly and the mineral section therefore has a reddish-brown colour.
In thick sectionsthe colour due to the Ellc spectrumis black becausethe
20800cm-r band is sufficiently broad and intense to cover the visible
region (-400-700 mp).
The Brazilian andalusite contains as impurities only Fe and ri in
appreciable concentration (Table 1). The 20800cm-r band cannot be
rationalized however, on the basis of intra-cationic d,-d,bands due to
likely ions of theseelements,,i.e.,Few, Fez+,Tis+ and Tia, in the octahedral sites.
From previous discussions,the spectrum of Fes+can be dismissedas
the source of the polarized band. similarly, Fsz+ can be eliminated
uE(D) transition for
becauseit is well known that the spin-allowed6Tz--->
this ion in an octahedral array of oxygen occurs ar approximately
10000cm-l (e.g.,Faye,1963).Further, Tia cannot be responsiblefor the
20800cm-r band for it is a d0ion and cannot give rise to d,-d,transitions.
However, Ti'+, a il,Lion, exhibits an absorption band, due to spin-allowed
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vlz+'E(D)
transition, at -20000 cm-1 in Ti(OHr)oF (Hartmann and
Schlafer,I"951),-19000 cm-1in AlzOa:Tis+(McClure, 1962)'L9000cm-r
in andradite (Manning 1967) and 17200cm-l in chloritoid (Faye,
Manning and Nickel, 1968).The extinction coefficient,e, for such bands
is in the range 5-20litre/mole.cm and this is typical of intra-cationic
d,-d' bands in general. However, the err values for the 20800cm-r band
in the Ellc spectra of sections 2-7 (Table 1) are, generally, at least an
order of magnitude larger. On this basis then, the band cannot be
attributed to Ti+ alone. A further argument against the band being a
d,4 transition is the fact that it is completely polarized with respect to
zE(D) transition of Tia+
the c-axis. It would be expected that the zT +
in the moderately distorted octahedral sites of andalusite would have
measurableintensity in the E I a spectrum and this is observednot to
be the case.
The intensity and polarization properties of the band at 20800cm-t
are strongly reminiscent of those due to Fez+-+ Fes+electron transfer in
the spectra of a number of iron-bearing minerals (Littler and Williams,
1965; Faye, 1968; Faye, Manning and Nickel, 1968; Robbins and
Strens, 1963). For such materials the bands are found in the energy
range 13500-17000cm-1. They have their maximum intensity when the
vibration direction of polarized light is coincident with the direction
along which tiere is possible overlap of.t2o orbital-lobes on adjacent Fe
ions which share octahedral edges.
Fig. 2 shows that in andalusite the overlap of. t2o orbital lobes of
transition-metal ions could certainly occur (Al-Al distancesare 2.69 and
2.87 A) in the c-direction, therefore it is reasonableto propose that the
20800cm-1 band in the Ellc spectrum is due to a photochemical chargetransfer processinvolving'transition-metal ions in the octahedral sites of
this mineral.
on the basisof its energy, the band at 20800cm-1 is unlikely to be due
to Fe2+-+ Fe+ charge transfer. This conclusion is supported by the
lack of spectral featuresat -L0000 cm-1 that could be attributed to Fez+.
Many ferromagnesianminerals whosespectra show a Fd+ -+ Fe3+interaction band also exhibit distinct bands or shoulders due to octahedral
Fd+, and indeed, the Fe2+/Fe# is usually ) 1 (Faye, 1968; Faye'
Manning and Nickel, 1968).
Because Fe ions cannot account for the band at 20800cm-l it is
reasonable to consider the possibility of Ti3+ --+Tia+ charge transfer.
Indeed, the electronic interaction of Ti3+ and Ti4+ has been found
responsiblefor a band at 21000cm-1in the spectrumof Ti(IV)'Ti(III)CI"
in toncentrated HCI solution (Jorgensen, 1957) and for a pleochroic
and 23000cm-l in the spectrum of clintonite and astroband at 22OOA
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phyllite respectively (Manning, 1968b), and, also for a similar band at
22000cm-l in the spectrum of brown tourmalines (Manning, 1968c).
Thus, on the basis of similarity of energy, there seems to be ample
justification for assigning the 20800cm-l band of the Ellc spectrum of
andalusite to Ti+ -> Ti+ electron transfer. Such an assignmentimplies
that some titanium be present as Ti8+. However, except for some asymmetry in the 18000-20000cm-l range, there is no good evidencefor the
?Tz--+,E(D) transition of Ti8+ in the spectra of Figs.3 and 4, or in
unpolarized spectra of andalusite sections. This may be the result of a
combinationof low e-value(:( -10 litre/mole.cm), and "swamping" by
02- --+Fe8+charge-transferabsorption (a.g.,Fig. 3) or by the Ti8+ -> Tia
feature (Fig. ). The 2T+2E(D) band of Tis+ tends to be broad and
diffuse relative to the high-energy peaks of Fe3+and thus could be moie
readily obscuredby background absorbance.
Table 1 shows that the high e11values for the 20800cm-l band are
associatedwith sections 1 and 2 which contain a relatively high concentration of Mg. This suggeststhe possibility that the presenceof Mg2+
is conducive to the existenceof Tia, the acceptor ion in the Ti8+ --+Ti+
charge-transfer process,and, together tJresetwo ions maintain electroneutrality in the lattice.
That the Ti8+ -> Tia+ interaction band is found at appreciably lower
energ'y (20800cm-1) in the Ella spectrum of andalusite than in corresponding spectra of clintonite, astrophyllite and brown tourmalines
(22000-23000cm-l) is probably due to the fact that Ti3+-Tia distances
in andalusite are shorter than in the other minerals.

Suuuanv
Results of this work indicate that the principal source of pleochroism
is Ti8+ -+ Tia charge transfer between ions located in the chains of
octahedra that extend along the c-axis. Such a process involves the
overlapping oI t2o orbital lobes of adjacent ions across octahedral edges
and is stimulated when the vibration direction of polarized light is
coincident with the c-axis.It is also proposedthat the minor pleochroism
of o-b sectionsis due to the variation in 02 -+ Fe3+charge transfer with
the vibration direction of the radiation field.
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